For the Cox regression model, the partial likelihood functions involve linear combinations of induced order statistics. Some invariance principles pertaining to such linear combinations of induced order statistics are studied and the theory is incorporated in the formulation of suitable repeated significance tests (for the hypothesis of no regression) based on these partial likelihoods. Asymptotic power properties of these tests are also studied .
INTRODUCTION I 14
In the Cox (1972) (1972, 1975) ] is given by stands for a generalized inverse of~. Cox (1972; 1975, • ,..
Section 5) argued heuristically that under H O ' L* has asymptotically nm chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom (DF).
In a variety of situations, relating to clinical trials and lifetesting experimentations. one may be interested in monitoring the study from the beginning with the objective of an early termination if H O in (1.6) is not tenable. Such a plan is known as a progressively censo~ed scheme (PCS) [viz . • Chatterjee and Sen (1973) and Sen (1976 Sen ( . 1979 
WEAK CONVERGENCE OF SOME INDUCED QUANTILE PROCESSES
By analogy to (l,3) , (1.5) and (1.8), we let for every k: I~k~n,
where s =0 "'1ln and uo=o, JO=O, Vn~l. For clarification of ideas, we note that S 1 = (n -1) -1\. 1 (Z. -Z HZ. -Z ) , "1l l.1 =~l "'1l~l "'1l (where
. lZ')' while for 2~J'~n -1, 
can take on anyone value in the set (1, .
•• ,n)\(Ql' .•• ,Qk.,.J) with the equal conditional probability
By the same arguments, it follows that under H O '
where the~k are defined by (2.4). Note that if we let (2.14) ; 1~k ::;; n -1} a non-negative submartinga1e.
Let {k} be any sequence of positive numbers (k~n), such that n n -J 2 (2,18) k n -+00 but n k n -+0 as n -+00 • (1, ... ,n) with the common probability (n!)~l. Also, by (2.15), for Hoeffding (1948) ], so that is aU-statistic
I . Hence, (2.22) converges to 0 as n (or k) -+00. Consequently, the n righthand side of (2.19) is and of (2.20) converges to 0 as n -+00, (7, 23) Note that, for every E > 0,
where the second term on the righthand side of (2.23) converges to 0
• (2.24)
On the other hand, using the inequality that Note that by (2.2), with probability I, 
Note that by virtue of we may also take k (t) = [nt] , t £ E and n the Courant theorem (on the ratio of two quadratic (2.31) forms) and by (2.25),
(where chI and ch stand for the largest and smallest characteristic p roots) , on the other hand, by Lemma 2,2, under H o : f? =Q, (2, 32) Also, note that
[as ES . = r. Then, proceeding as in Section 6 of Cox (1972) , we obtain the derivatives 
m is fixed, so that as .n -+00, s. is generated by the rkl equally likely realizations of the n ik (over the set R k = {i: nik = I}) and by an appeal to the classical permutational central limit theorem [c.f. Hajek (1961) ], we conclude that this conditional distribution is asymptotically (in probability) multinormal with null mean vector and dispersion matrix (3.8)
Thus, using a chain of conditioning (k =m -1, ••• ,1), if follows by some routine steps that given B~o, the joint conditional distribution -~* of {n (!!nk -~k-l) , 1~k~m} is asymptotically (in probability) multinormal with null mean vector and dispersion matrix which is block-diagonal with the matrices b(k)' 1~k~m in (3.8), This, in (2.29) that for every £ > 0 men) (3.9) Iln~1 iL E{~k -~k-l)(~k -~k_I)'I(II!:!nk-!:!nk.l" >£Iil)IB nk _ l } Lo, so that by Lemma 3.1, (3.. 6) and (3.9L the invariance principle for martingales, developed in Scott (1973) , holds for the multivariate case treated here. The result is parallel to Theorem 2.1, where we replacẽ k'~k and:Ink by~k'~k and~k' respectively.
INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES UNDER LOCAL ALTERNATIVES
With a view to study the asymptotic power properties of the RST (to be considered in Section 5), we proceed now to extend the results 
where we note that
n~~J..)
and by (2.28), the last term on the rhs of (4.5) is 0 (n 2)(>..,Z.) , P~"'1 uniformly in i: 1~i~n. Thus, by (4.5) and (4,6),
. 
Hence, from (4.7), (4.8), (4.9), and the above, we conclude that under By using (4,3), we obtain by some simple steps that the conditional density of~given Y = y, under K, n is given by (4.10) !-< !-< g(~ly) =f(y~f;~=n-2~)lff(y~~;~=n"2~)df
so that under Kñ efined by (2.11) converges weakly to~+ £, where f is defined in
Theorem2.land F,;={t:(t)=tr 2 A, tEE}.
We conclude this section with the remark that similar weak convergence results hold for the discrete time case treated in Section 3.
RST PROCEDURES RELATED TO THE COX REGRESSION MODEL
We start with the remark that if one works with and constructs Now 1 suppose we work with L~, defined by 0.7). Since~t is a sub-vector of g, the martingale property in Lemmas 2,2 and 2.3 remain true for these subsequences {~k} and {~k} and also J J k (t)J~t I , V teE. 
Then, we proceed as in the Type A procedure, but using the variable boundary instead of the constant c* . Majumdar and Sen (1977) and Majundar (1978).
We report above, in Majumdar and Sen (1978) .
By virtue of Theorem 4,1, we are also able to express the asymptotic power of these RST procedures interms of the boundary crossing probabilities of {~(t), t EEl. From (5.9), (5.10), and Theorem 4.1, we have that under {K} in (4.1), the asymptotic power of the Type A n RST procedure is equal to (5.15) Similarly, for the Type B RST procedure, the asymptotic power under {K n } in (4.1) (when we choose c~k =(n/k) c~, k $ n) is given by !-. !-. A comparison of (5.15) and (5.16) demands extensive numerical integration and simulation studies.
So far, we have considered RST procedures based on {L nk , k~n}.
It is also possible to use {L~k' k~m} when m-+00 with n -+00.
The stopping variables are similar to those in (5.9) and (5.11) and when min -+ 1, (5.13) and (5.14) also stand valid. However, if min -+T, for some T < 1, then in (5.13) parameter case, treated in Section 3, when m=m(n) -+00 with n-+ oo (i.e" case II), the same results apply. In case I (i.e., m fixed), instead of the process~n(t)~t EEl we have only finitely manỹ n(tj)' t j EE, j =1, ""m, As such, t;he useof\).E or A~in (5.13) or (5,14) will result in a more conservative test i,e" the actual level of significance may be much below the specified a.
However, as in Majumdar and Sen (1977) Sen (1975) yields the desired results.
